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Charlton T. Howard, III 

Maryland State Prosecutor 

Office of the State Prosecutor 

300 East Joppa Road 

Hampton Plaza, Suite 410 

Towson, MD 21286-3152 

Charlton.Howard@maryland.gov 

 

Jared DeMarinis, Director 

Division of Candidacy and Campaign Finance 

Maryland State Board of Elections 

151 West Street, Suite 200 

Annapolis, Maryland 21401-0486 

Jared.DeMarinis@maryland.gov  

 

Dear Messrs. Howard and DeMarinis:   

 

 Wes Moore for Maryland, a registered political committee (CCF ID # 01013630) 

files this complaint regarding violations of Maryland campaign finance laws by an unknown 

person or persons.  Specifically, an unidentified party has repeatedly and anonymously 

disseminated false and disparaging information regarding Wes Moore via electronic mail and 

social media in an orchestrated attempt to disparage Mr. Moore and damage his candidacy for 

Governor.  Regrettably, it has become known to Wes Moore for Maryland (the “Moore 

Campaign”) that a rival campaign may be responsible for this smear campaign.  By this 

complaint, the “Moore Campaign” asks that the Office of the State Prosecutor (“OSP” or the 

“State Prosecutor”) and the State Board of Elections (“SBE” or the “State Board”) take 
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immediate action to investigate and sanction this unlawful behavior and to ensure full 

compliance with the law.   

 

 On March 24, 2022, a person using the pseudonym “Honest Dem” sent an email and 

attachments to members of the Board of Directors of the Maryland State Education Association 

(“MSEA”), though the exact size of the distribution list is not known.  (Email and attachments 

attached hereto as Attachment A).  MSEA is the state’s largest professional employee 

organization, representing over 75,000 Maryland teachers, administrators, and other education 

professionals.  Tellingly, the email was sent days before the association’s members were 

scheduled to meet on April 2, 2022, to consider endorsing a candidate in the Democratic 

gubernatorial primary. The documents attempt to mischaracterize Mr. Moore’s position on 

education issues and seek to paint Mr. Moore as a “fraud” who has dishonestly enriched himself 

through his life story.  Recipients of the email alerted the Moore Campaign and shared its 

contents.  Neither the emails nor the attachments contain an authority line indicating the person 

or persons responsible for their dissemination. 

 

 In addition, a Twitter account called “Honest Maryland Dems” (@HonestMDDems) was 

established in by an unknown party in November 2021.  The account has now been deleted.  

(Screenshots attached hereto as Attachment B).  The account featured the Maryland Democratic 

Party logo but is not associated with the party.  The account does not contain an authority line on 

its landing page.  The account’s first tweet claimed the account is “Here to keep things honest in 

Maryland Dem Politics. We can’t let what happen [sic] in 2014 and 2018 happen again!” After 

months of inactivity, on March 14, 2022 the account tweeted, “Excited to start sharing some 

truths about the Maryland Dem Primaries…We need honest Dems if we are going to win in 

November!” On March 24, the same day the email was sent to the MSEA board members, the 

account replied to two tweets from the Moore for Maryland twitter account with additional 

disparaging and misleading messages. (See, Attachment B).  Finally, the Moore Campaign is 

aware of other attempts to disseminate similar disparaging material to members of the media. 

 

In response to a public information request from the Moore Campaign, the Baltimore 

City Board of Elections disclosed public records which indicate that a person associated with the 

John King for Governor campaign (the “King Campaign”) created the opposition research 

document that was disseminated by the person using the “Honest Dem” pseudonym.  (Records 

request and response attached hereto as Attachment C).  The records provided by the Board of 

Elections indicate that a person named Jacob Horowitz was provided a copy of Mr. Moore’s 

voting records on August 5, 2021.  Per the Board of Elections, the voter file report provided to 

Mr. Horowitz was generated on August 4, 2021, the same date as the report included in the 

opposition research document about Mr. Moore.  There were no other requests for Mr. Moore’s 

voting records received by the Baltimore City Board of Elections during this time period.  

According to public campaign finance reports filed by the King Campaign with the State Board 
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of Elections, a person named Jacob Horowitz was paid $8,729 for his work as a “Senior 

Research Associate,” between June 1, 2021, and September 16, 2021, the time during which the 

request was filed.    

    

 The knowing and willful violation of the Campaign Finance title is a criminal 

misdemeanor, subject to a fine not greater than $25,000, or imprisonment not exceeding one 

year, or both.  MD. CODE ANN Elec. Law § 13-603.  Moreover, it is a criminal misdemeanor to 

attempt to knowingly and willfully influence a voter’s decision to cast a vote through the use of 

fraud or menace, subject to a fine of not more than $5,000, or imprisonment of not more than 

five years, or both.  Elec. Law §16-201(a)(1)(6) & (b).  The State Prosecutor has jurisdiction to 

investigate and prosecute knowing and willful criminal violations of the Campaign Finance title, 

and these crimes have been successfully prosecuted in Maryland courts.  MD. CODE ANN. Crim. 

Proc. § 14-107(a)(1)(i).  See, Henson v. State, 212 Md.App. 314 (2013) (upholding criminal 

conviction for conspiracy to intentionally distribute campaign material without an authority line 

disclosing name of responsible party).  

  

The right of citizens to know who is responsible for political messages is the foundation 

of campaign finance disclosure laws.  Under Maryland law, the email and its attachments and the 

Twitter account are campaign materials that require an authority line to disclose the name of the 

political committee or person responsible for their dissemination.  MD. CODE ANN. Elec. Law § 

13-401(a); Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) § 33.13.07.02 A & B.  Campaign material 

is defined as any material that relates to a candidate or a prospective candidate that is published, 

distributed, or disseminated.  Elec. Law § 1-101(k)(1)(ii) & (iii).  Campaign material includes 

any material transmitted by, or appearing on, the internet or other electronic medium.  Elec. Law 

§ 1-101(k)(2)(ii).  The publication or distribution of campaign material that lacks an authority 

line is a prohibited act under Maryland law, and failure to include an authority line on campaign 

material is a civil violation and the State Board has the authority to impose a civil penalty of 

$500 for each offense.  Elec. Law §§ 13-602(a)(9)(i); 13-401.1(b)(7); §13-604.1(d); COMAR § 

33.18.01.02 G.    

 

 These communications were sent in knowing and willful violation of Maryland campaign 

finance law.  The sender went to great lengths to conceal the true source of the email 

communication by removing identifying metadata from the attachments and purposefully 

omitting the required authority lines.  In addition, the seriousness and recklessness of the 

attempted anonymous spread of this misinformation cannot be overstated.  As emailed, the 

documents contain unredacted personal information for Mr. Moore and members of his family, 

including his mother, who lives alone with his 94-year-old grandmother.  While Mr. Moore is a 

public figure and unfortunately subject to this type of “doxing,” members of his family certainly 

do not deserve to have their home addresses disseminated electronically throughout the state, 

subjecting them to identity theft and worse, possibly threatening their physical safety.    
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 Wes Moore for Maryland respectfully requests that the State Prosecutor and the State 

Board of Elections take all necessary steps to promptly investigate, sanction and shine the light 

of disclosure on this unlawful behavior.    

 

 

     Sincerely, 

 

 

 

     Amanda S. La Forge 

     Counsel, Wes Moore for Maryland 

 

 

Attachments 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 



From: Honest MD Dems <honestmddems@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 12:03 AM 
To: honestmddems@gmail.com <honestmddems@gmail.com> 
Subject: [EXT]Wes Moore supports Vouchers and committed Fraud 

Hello MSEA Leaders, 

I know you have an important decision to make regarding the governors race and I hope for 

the sake of the democratic party, you won't choose Wes Moore. Not only is Wes an "Ed 

Reformer" who has supported voucher and school choice programs, but the book many of 

your teachers are required to teach, "The Other Wes Moore," is an outright lie. Wes has used 

the story in that book and the book itself to enrich himself, including selling the book to 

many public schools in Maryland. Wes never lived blocks away from the Other Wes Moore 

and didn't even live in Baltimore till he did two years at JHU. I hope you will seriously 

consider the implications of all this and how Republicans will use this to win another general 

election here in Maryland, since this is where that research came from. 

Thanks, 

Honest Dem 

Attachment A





MOORE CELEBRATED BALTIMORE CITY SCHOOLS’ SCHOOL CHOICE SYSTEM, 
SAYING IT ALLOWED STUDENTS TO “‘VOTE WITH THEIR FEET’ WITH DOLLARS 
FOLLOWING THOSE STUDENTS TO THE BEST-PERFORMING SCHOOLS”

Moore Commended Baltimore City Schools’ Choice System, Saying It Allowed Students 
To ‘“Vote With Their Feet,’ With Dollars Following Those Students To The Best-
Performing Schools.” “Legislators must be reminded that Baltimore has already taken many 
hard steps to improve its educational system. A ‘choice’ system gives middle and high school 
students the opportunity to ‘vote with their feet,’ with dollars following those students to the best-
performing schools. A union contract sets a national standard for holding teachers and 
principals accountable for their students' performance. And focused initiatives have increased 
the high school graduation rate and the number of preschoolers who are ‘ready for school.’ And 
schools that fail to meet increasingly rigorous standards are being closed. These steps and 
more show that our civic and private leaders are serious about creating great schools that will 
change the trajectory of inner-city youth while attracting the middle class families necessary to 
any city's success.” [Baltimore Sun, Wes Moore, Tom Wilcox and Tom Bozzuto, 2/5/13]

MOORE COMMENDED FLORIDA’S STEP UP FOR STUDENTS SCHOOL CHOICE 
SCHOLARSHIP THAT GAVE DOLLAR-FOR-DOLLAR TAX CREDITS TO 
CORPORATIONS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCHOLARSHIP-FUNDING 
ORGANIZATIONS, CALLING IT “BOLD AND INNOVATIVE”

Moore Commended Florida’s Step Up For Students Scholarship, Saying “I Was So Glad 
To See So Many Parents Experiencing The Same Choice My Mother Had. It's Programs 
Like These That Are Bold And Innovative And Provide Opportunities For Low-Income 
Children." “The visit was in effort to learn about the national School Choice movement and the 
Florida scholarship program, Step Up For Students; a scholarship which enables low-income 
families to choose the public or private school that best meets their children's needs. […] White 
House Fellow, Westley Moore, was among the Fellows to visit New Jerusalem Christian 
Academy. Moore grew up in the Bronx and Baltimore and was a scholarship recipient as a child. 
‘New Jerusalem Christian Academy offered us a chance to see parental choice in action,’ 
Moore, 28, said. ‘I was so glad to see so many parents experiencing the same choice my 
mother had. It's programs like these that are bold and innovative and provide opportunities for 
low-income children.’” [Miami Times, 2/14/07]

• The Step Up For Students Scholarship Was A Corporate Tax Credit Scholarship
Program In Which Corporations Could Receive A Dollar-For-Dollar Tax Credit For
Contributions To Scholarship-Funding Organizations. “Florida also offers tax credits
to corporations that contribute money to private-school scholarships for students with
disabilities and foster children. The Corporate Tax Credit Scholarship Program, also
known as ‘Step Up for Students,’ which began in 2001, allows corporations (including
insurance companies) to take a dollar-for-dollar tax credit for contributions
to scholarship-funding organizations (up to 100 percent of their state income tax
liability).[32] In 2010, tax credits were capped at $140 million for the program.[33] Last
year, 32,910 students attended nearly 1,100 different private schools using scholarships
funded by the Corporate Tax Credit Scholarship Program.[34] During the 2008-2009
school year, the average scholarship was $3,950.[35] Starting in the 2010-2011 school



year, the scholarship was capped at 60 percent of state per-pupil spending, but after 
that, will increase by 4 percentage points each year the cap is raised until it reaches 80 
percent.[36] Prior to 2011, corporations were limited to redirecting up to 75 percent of 
their tax liabilities towards scholarship granting organizations, but this limit was raised to 
a full 100 percent in 2011.[37]” [States News Service, 8/17/11] 

MOORE PENNED AN OP-ED SUGGESTING CLOSING FAILING SCHOOLS WAS A 
POSITIVE SIGN, AUTHORED WITH REAL ESTATE COMPANY FOUNDER FORCED 
TO SETTLE A HOUSING DISCRIMINATION LAWSUIT 

MOORE CLAIMED THAT CLOSURE OF BALTIMORE CITY SCHOOLS SHOWED 
THAT “CIVIC AND PRIVATE LEADERS” WERE “SERIOUS ABOUT CREATING 
GREAT SCHOOLS” DESPITE THE PRACTICE DISPROPORTIONATELY 
IMPACTING BLACK AND POOR STUDENTS

Moore Said That The Closures Of Baltimore City Schools Which Fail To Meet 
“Increasingly Rigorous Standards” Show That “Civic And Private Leaders Are Serious 
About Creating Great Schools.” “Legislators must be reminded that Baltimore has already 
taken many hard steps to improve its educational system. A ‘choice’ system gives middle and 
high school students the opportunity to ‘vote with their feet,’ with dollars following those students 
to the best-performing schools. A union contract sets a national standard for holding teachers 
and principals accountable for their students' performance. And focused initiatives have 
increased the high school graduation rate and the number of preschoolers who are ‘ready for 
school.’ And schools that fail to meet increasingly rigorous standards are being closed. These 
steps and more show that our civic and private leaders are serious about creating great schools 
that will change the trajectory of inner-city youth while attracting the middle class families 
necessary to any city's success.” [Baltimore Sun, Wes Moore, Tom Wilcox and Tom Bozzuto, 
2/5/13]

MOORE BRAGGED THAT ROBIN HOOD WAS “ONE OF THE FIRST 
ORGANIZATIONS” THAT INVESTED IN CHARTER SCHOOLS TO “RAISE 
EXPECTATIONS” FOR STUDENTS TO GO ON TO COLLEGE OR CAREERS

Moore: “Robin Hood Was Really One Of The First Organizations That Came In Early And 
Funded Charter Schools.” “But you, know what was interesting was that at Robin Hood, we 
have a--you know Robin Hood was really one of the first organizations that came in early and 
funded charter schools. So when you look at the growth of things like Kipp, Uncommon Success 
Academies, Harlem Success, etc how Robin Hood came in early to support charter schools in 
and alternative education facets.” [YouTube, TheBushCenter, 10/20/17] (VIDEO)

• Moore: “When You Look At The Growth Of Things Like KIPP, Uncommon Success
Academies, Harlem Success, Etc How Robin Hood Came In Early To Support
Charter Schools And Alternative Education Facets.” “But you, know what was
interesting was that at Robin Hood, we have a--you know Robin Hood was really one of



the first organizations that came in early and funded charter schools. So when you look 
at the growth of things like Kipp, Uncommon Success Academies, Harlem Success, etc 
how Robin Hood came in early to support charter schools in and alternative education 
facets.” [YouTube, TheBushCenter, 10/20/17] (VIDEO) 

Moore Said That Robin Hood’s Investment In Education Was About “How Exactly Can We 
Raise Expectations For All Students So That You Have Students Who, When They Finish 
School, They’re Actually Finishing Something That Allows Them To Move On Into Either 
College Or Careers.” MOORE: “But you, know what was interesting was that at Robin Hood, 
we have a--you know Robin Hood was really one of the first organizations that came in early 
and funded charter schools. So when you look at the growth of things like Kipp, Uncommon 
Success Academies, Harlem Success, etc how Robin Hood came in early to support charter 
schools in and alternative education facets. But the interesting thing about it is this- it's not 
about the charter schools in particular. Right? It's about the idea of ‘Are we willing to really test 
and innovate mechanisms that challenge common conceptions about education, often time, 
common conceptions that were built and done hundreds of years ago? A hundred years 
ago?’  So for example, being able to look at not just the use of technology, but also how exactly 
can we raise expectations for all students so that you have students who, when they're finishing 
school, they're actually finishing something that allows them to move on into either college or 
careers.” [YouTube, TheBushCenter, 10/20/17]

• Moore: “Do People Feel That The Training They’re Getting And The Education
That They're Getting Is Actually Going To Prepare Them For The Next 50 And 60
Years Of Their Life?” MOORE: “And then how exactly are we thinking about the
combination in the collaboration and the conversation between the workforce and the
education side. One thing that we're seeing is: the workforce needs are changing rapidly.
The things that our employers now need are completely different than our employers
needed 10 and 15 years ago, which is completely different employers needed 30 years
ago. Do we now have an educational system that can both keep up with that and then
also prepare students for that? When secretary rice was talking about the retraining of
people when they're 35, and we're talking about things like trade agreements, I would
argue -- do we need to have a conversation about trade agreements? Yes and that's
fine. But the bigger conversation needs to happen, what about the ten years before the
trade agreements are signed? And are we preparing our workforce for what's going to
happen as the workforce continues to change? So when we're talking about this idea of
disillusionment, a huge part of addressing the disillusionment is: Do people feel that the
training they’re getting and the education that they're getting is actually going to prepare
them for the next 50 and 60 years of their life? And that's where being able to be critical
and think critically about our educational processes does matter.” [YouTube,
TheBushCenter, 10/20/17]





SUMMARY OF FACTS 

 
For Just Over a Decade, One of the Top Candidates for Governor Of Maryland, Wes Moore Has 
Claimed, Including In His Bestselling Book, “The Other Wes Moore,” That He Was Born And 
Raised In Baltimore City… 

 
• For decades, Wes Moore has claimed and implied that he was born and raised in Baltimore City. 
• In his bestselling 2010 book titled, “The Other Wes Moore,” Moore repeatedly claimed and 

implied that he lived in Baltimore City as a child. 
 
Records Show However, This Is a Lie. Moore Was Born In DC Then Lived In Takoma Park, 
Maryland, then New York City, Then his Mother Moved to Pasadena Maryland in Anne Arundel 
County. He Did Not Live In Baltimore City Until His Two Years Attending Johns Hopkins 
University. He Continued to Claim his Mother’s Home in Anne Arundel County as His Residence.  

• 1978-84: Moore was born in DC and spent his early years in Takoma Park, Maryland with his 
family. 

• 1984-1995: Moore lived in the Bronx, New York with his mother and grandparents. 
• 1994 or 1995: Moore’s mother moved to Pasadena, Maryland while he was attending military 

boarding school at Valley Forge Military Academy in Pennsylvania. 
• 2000-2001: Moore lived in Baltimore City while attending Johns Hopkins University but voted in 

Anne Arundel County and was called an “Anne Arundel County Resident” by the Baltimore Sun. 
• 2004: Moore filed articles of incorporation for business listing corporation address in Pasadena, 

Maryland. 
• 2008: Moore applied for a Maryland absentee ballot and listed a New York address. 
• 2012: Finally claims Baltimore as his residence with Dept of Motor Vehicles 

 
Moore Purchased Property In Baltimore City As An Adult, But Continued To Use His Mother’s 
Pasadena Address On Official Forms, Worked Outside Of Maryland, And Even Incorrectly 
Claimed A Homestead Exception 

• Moore moved to Baltimore City in 2006 and has owned property there since. 
• Even while living in Baltimore City, Moore voted in Anne Arundel County and was cited as living 

in Pasadena, Maryland by a White House Press Release. 
• 2012: Moore changed his address with the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration to Baltimore 

City from Pasadena. 
• Moore spent well over a decade working outside of Maryland. 
• Moore even incorrectly claimed a homestead exemption for four years on his Baltimore property, 

getting $1,700 discounted off his yearly tax bills and resulting in back taxes owed. 
 
Moore’s Descriptions Of His Childhood And His Mother’s Circumstances Had Discrepancies And 
He Exaggerated How Closely His Life Paralleled The Other Wes Moore 

• Moore spoke of his mother struggling to avoid tuition for expensive private schools for him and 
his sisters, repeatedly mentioning how she worked multiple jobs to pay for everything. 

• Moore claimed or heavily implied he grew up in lower-income circumstances. 
• Moore claimed he and the other Wes Moore grew up in similar circumstances and had “startling 

parallels.” 
• …But Moore’s mother was an award-winning television producer and writer and had also spent 

time as an adjunct professor at Howard University. 
• …And the other Wes Moore grew up in “rough” West Baltimore, was a “career criminal” who 

became involved with drugs at 11 or 12 and ended up in prison after participating in an armed 
robbery. 



Key Supporting Documents – Claims of Being From Baltimore (Sampling) 

2006-2007: Moore’s White House Fellows Bio Claimed Baltimore, MD Was His Hometown. 

“Westley Watende Moore, 27. Hometown: Baltimore, MD.” [George W. Bush White House, 

White House Fellows Class of 2006-2007, accessed Link] 

 

2010: Moore Said One Of The Other Titles He “Tried Out” For “The Other Wes Moore” 

Was “Baltimore Sons.” “‘The Other Wes Moore’ is a book that bridges the gap between Inner 

Harbor and inner city in the most startling and revelatory ways. The title might suggest the tale 

of a hidden life. But it's something completely different: the story of two Baltimore men with the 

same name, roughly similar backgrounds — and wholly opposite journeys. Instead of stoking the 

‘good’ Moore with a sense of pride and accomplishment, the contrast bedeviled and haunted 

him. Seeing reports of the crime juxtaposed in The Baltimore Sun with profiles of himself as the 

ultimate ‘local boy makes good’ roused a driving curiosity. It kept getting fired up as the 

coverage of both men continued in 2000 and 2001. ‘One of the titles I tried out for this book was 

‘Baltimore Sons,’ he says.” [Baltimore Sun, 4/30/10] 

 

(EXCERPTS FROM THE BOOK - Sample) 

Moore Wrote In “The Other Wes Moore”: “This Is The Story Of Two Boys Living In 

Baltimore With Similar Histories And An Identical Name: Wes Moore.” “This is the story 

of two boys living in Baltimore with similar histories and an identical name: Wes Moore. One of 

us is free and has experienced things that he never even knew to dream about as a kid. The other 

will spend every day until his death behind bars for an armed robbery that left a police officer 

and father of five dead. The chilling truth is that his story could have been mine. The tragedy is 

that my story could have been his. Our stories are obviously specific to our two lives, but I hope 

they will illuminate the crucial inflection points in every life , the sudden moments of decision 

where our paths diverge and our fates are sealed. It’s unsettling to know how little separates each 

of us from another life altogether.” [Wes Moore, The Other Wes Moore, Introduction, 4/27/10] 

 

Moore Said That He “Returned To Baltimore” When He Began Attending Johns Hopkins 

University. “I had returned to Baltimore two years earlier, after I’d been accepted at Johns 

Hopkins University to complete my undergraduate degree, which I’d begun in junior college at 

Valley Forge. One afternoon at Valley Forge I was talking to my college adviser about what to 

do after I received my associate’s degree. My adviser told me that she knew the assistant director 

of admissions at Johns Hopkins, who she wanted me to meet. My mother had been working in 

Baltimore for the past five years, and I considered Baltimore home, so I knew about Johns 

Hopkins. I just didn’t know anyone who went there. My perception of Hopkins was as a distant 

force in the neighborhood, a research university responsible for some of the greatest medical 

gifts the world has ever received, but that had very little to do with the life of the city I knew. 

Hopkins was also full of kids who did not look or sound like me.” [Wes Moore, The Other Wes 

Moore, Ch. 8, 4/27/10] 

 

Moore Said That Attending Johns Hopkins University Was “A Chance To Go Home.” “A 

week later, I sat across the table from Paul White, the assistant director of admissions at Johns 

Hopkins. I was expecting a stodgy, older gentleman who’d offer me canned encomiums about 

Hopkins and then stiffen and ask for the check when he found out the details of my standardized 

test scores. What I found was a black man with a warm disposition and a booming voice, who 



bristled with energy and was constantly in motion, his hands swooping like birds in flight to 

accentuate his points. I spent much of the lunch telling him my story, and he spent the remaining 

time selling me on Hopkins. By the end of our meal, I realized that Hopkins represented much 

more than a chance to attend a great school with a phenomenal reputation. It was also a chance to 

go home.” [Wes Moore, The Other Wes Moore, Ch. 8, 4/27/10] 

 

Moore Said That People Taught Him That “No Accident Of Birth” Such As “Being From 

Baltimore” Would Define Or Limit Him. “When we’re young, it sometimes seems as if the 

world doesn’t exist outside our city, our block, our house, our room. We make decisions based 

on what we see in that limited world and follow the only models available. The most important 

thing that happened to me was not being physically transported — the moves from Baltimore to 

the Bronx to Valley Forge didn’t change my way of thinking. What changed was that I found 

myself surrounded by people — starting with my mom, grandparents, uncles, and aunts, and 

leading to a string of wonderful role models and mentors — who kept pushing me to see more 

than what was directly in front of me, to see the boundless possibilities of the wider world and 

the unexplored possibilities within myself. People who taught me that no accident of birth — not 

being black or relatively poor, being from Baltimore or the Bronx or fatherless — would ever 

define or limit me. In other words, they helped me to discover what it means to be free. As I 

wrote at the outset of this book: The chilling truth is that Wes’s story could have been mine; the 

tragedy is that my story could have been his. My only wish — and I know Wes feels the same — 

is that the boys (and girls) who come after us will know this freedom. It’s up to us, all of us, to 

make a way for them.” [Wes Moore, The Other Wes Moore, Epilogue, 4/27/10] 

 

In The Reader’s Guide Of “The Other Wes Moore,” One Question Reads “During Their 

Youth, Wes And Wes Spend Most Of Their Time In Crime-Ridden Baltimore And The 

Bronx. How Important Was That Environment In Shaping Their Stories And 

Personalities?” In the reader’s guide of the 2010 Penguin Random House Edition of “The Other 

Wes Moore,” the second prompt in the “Reader’s Guide” at the end of the book reads “During 

their youth, Wes and Wes spend most of their time in crime-ridden Baltimore and the Bronx. 

How important was that environment in shaping their stories and personalities?” [Wes Moore, 

The Other Wes Moore, Reader’s Guide, 4/27/10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Media Appearances - Sample) 

 

Oprah: “Born In Baltimore In 1978, Wes Was Only 3 Years Old When A Rare Virus 

Claimed His Father Westley’s Life.” OPRAH: “Wes Moore’s own journey defies the odds. 

Born in Baltimore 1978, Wes was only 3 years old when a rare virus claimed his father 

Westley’s life.” [Oprah Super Soul Sunday, 3:04-3:11, 12/11/16] (VIDEO) 

 

 
 

 

Moore, 2017: Baltimore “Isn’t Just My Hometown.” “Armani Madison ’16 speaks with Wes 

Moore, the CEO of our company partner BridgeEdU, on Baltimore, inspiration, and the 

challenges that come with entrepreneurship. […] Why Baltimore? It isn’t just my hometown, but 

it is a place that—and I believe this to my core—you don’t understand me if you do not 

understand Baltimore. So much of me was built and developed from the city and by it. When I 

thought about a place with not only a need, but a passion for the work, and combined with a 

place where I want to raise my family, Baltimore made sense.” [Venture for America, Blog, 

3/2/17] 

 

Moore, 2017: “I Spent Much Of My Childhood In Both The Bronx And In Baltimore.” 

MOORE: “Well, government is no different. You show me what you spend money on. You 

show me what you cut. You're also showing me who and what it is that you care about. I came 

from communities. You know, I spent -- I spent much of my childhood in both the Bronx and in 

Baltimore. Two communities that continually have not just been chronically neglected, but the 

worst part about it is that we've known it. We've lived in the communities and communities 

where we know that we're not at the front of the conversation. That not just has a structural 

impact on us, it has a psychological impact on us. And that's the thing that is most dangerous to 

me is that we're finding increasing parts of our population who just psychologically feel 

completely disengaged.” [CNN, New Day, 4/27/17] 

 

2018: Moore Said He Was “Raised” In “Baltimore And The Bronx In The ‘80s And ‘90s.” 

MOORE: “I can’t overstate how important my college education was to changing my trajectory. 

Raised by a single mom in Baltimore and the Bronx in the ’80s and ’90s, I joined the Army at 



17, and enrolled in junior college on a journey that would take me to Oxford as a Rhodes 

Scholar. Today, families across the country know what my family knew: College can change 

lives.” [New York Times, 6/5/18] 

 

2019: Moore Called Baltimore His “Home City” And Wrote About “What It Was Like To 

Move Back Home.” “I wrote about my love for my home city in the @baltimoresun, what it was 

like to move back home, and the need to support younger leaders like @BiancaTMCole. 

#Baltimore.” [Twitter, @iamwesmoore, 9/20/19] 

 

2020: Moore Said Baltimore Was His “Hometown.” “‘I’m excited to join the extraordinary 

team at Under Armour. Throughout my career, I have worked at the intersection of business and 

community helping to drive value for a dynamic and broad base of stakeholders,’ said Wes 

Moore. ‘The Under Armour brand means so much to my hometown of Baltimore and has served 

as a great source of pride for me personally. Empowered by a remarkable Board and clear-set 

mission, vision and values – I see tremendous opportunity to continue harnessing the power of 

sport to strengthen the athletes and communities we serve globally.’” [Under Armour, 

Newsroom, 9/2020] 

2021: Moore Said Baltimore “Is Not Just My Hometown, But You Can’t Understand My 
Story Without Understanding Baltimore.” SCARBOROUGH: “What can you do to make a 
difference where so many good men and women have tried to do what you’re saying you want 
to do – have spent their entire lives, like Elijah, trying to make a difference. And Elijah made a 
difference in quite a few areas. But still, Baltimore is hurting, the state of Maryland is hurting. 
What can you do differently?” MOORE: “It’s a great question, Joe. And Elijah was a mentor of 
mine, a dear mentor. And I know this was something that pained him so deeply – about how can 
we continue to build up a place that is not just my hometown, but you can’t understand my story 
without understanding Baltimore.” [YouTube, MSNBC, 2:30-3:15, 6/8/21] (VIDEO) 

 



Wes and His Team Have Some Awareness of the Vulnerability… 

2021: Moore’s Wikipedia Page Said He Was Born In Baltimore. “Moore was born in 
Baltimore on October 15, 1978, to father William Westley Moore Jr., a 1971 Bard College 
graduate and highly respected black American broadcast news journalist, and mother Joy 
Thomas Moore, a daughter of immigrants from Lowe River, Jamaica and a media professional.” 
[Wikipedia, Wes Moore, archived 5/19/21]  

 

[Wikipedia, Wes Moore, archived 5/19/21]  

 

• On June 3, 2021 Moore’s Wikipedia Article Was Edited, Changing Moore’s Birthplace To 

Takoma Park And Citing Moore’s Campaign Website. “Moore was born in Takoma Park, 
Maryland on October 15, 1978, to father William Westley Moore Jr., a 1971 Bard College 
graduate and highly respected black American broadcast news journalist, and mother Joy 
Thomas Moore, a daughter of immigrants from Lowe River, Jamaica and a media professional.” 
[Wikipedia, Wes Moore, archived 6/3/21]  

2021: Moore’s Campaign Website Called Baltimore His “Home.” “Shortly before he left for 
England on his Rhodes Scholarship, Wes learned that back home in Baltimore, a young man 
around Wes’ age from the same part of town, was wanted for his role in the murder of an off-
duty police officer during a botched jewelery store robbery. That man’s name was also Wes 
Moore. Unable to shake the connection, Wes reached out to ‘the other’ Wes, and developed a 
relationship through correspondence, exploring how these two young men with such similar 
backgrounds ended up on such different paths in life. That relationship led Wes to write ‘The 
Other Wes Moore,’ which became a perennial New York Times bestseller, and is commonly 
assigned reading in Maryland schools. Wes went on to write other best-selling books that reflect 
on issues of race, equity and opportunity, including his latest book ‘Five Days,’ which tells the 
story of Baltimore in the days that followed the death of Freddie Gray in 2015.” [Wes Moore for 
Maryland, Meet Wes Moore, archived 6/3/21]  

 

 



 
 

 

[Wes Moore for Maryland, Meet Wes Moore, archived 6/3/21]  

• On June 4, 2021 Moore’s Campaign Website Was Changed And The Mention Of 

Baltimore As His Home Was Removed. “Wes graduated with an Associate’s Degree from 
Valley Forge Military College in 1998 and then Phi Beta Kappa from Johns Hopkins University in 
2001. As a teenager, he interned for former Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke and then went on to 
earn a Rhodes Scholarship, which took him to Oxford University. Inspired by his mentors at 
military school, Wes went on to serve as a captain and paratrooper with the U.S. Army’s 82nd 
Airborne, including leading soldiers in combat in Afghanistan. He also served as a White House 
Fellow, advising on issues of national security and international relations. Upon returning home, 
Wes wrote ‘The Other Wes Moore,’ a story about the fragile nature of opportunity in America, 
which became a perennial New York Times bestseller. It’s commonly assigned reading in 
Maryland schools. Wes went on to write other best-selling books that reflect on issues of race, 



equity and opportunity, including his latest book ‘Five Days,’ which tells the story of Baltimore in 
the days that followed the death of Freddie Gray in 2015.” [Wes Moore for Maryland, Meet Wes 
Moore, archived 6/4/21]  

 

[Wes Moore for Maryland, Meet Wes Moore, archived 6/4/21]  
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From: 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 12:57 PM 
To: Goldman, Abigail (BOE) <Abigail.Goldman@baltimorecity.gov> 
Cc: 
Subject: PIA Request 3.24.22 

CAUTION:  This email originated from outside of Baltimore City IT Network Systems. 
Reminder:  DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know that the content is safe.  Report any suspicious activities using the Report Phishing 
Email Button, or by emailing to Phishing@baltimorecity.gov 
Ms. Goldman, 

Pursuant to Maryland’s Public Information Act, I am writing to request the following records: 

• A copy of a PIA request submitted to the Baltimore City Board of Elections and fulfilled on or
around August 4, 2021 for the voter registration and/or voter profile report of Westley
Watende Omari Moore, Voter ID , date of birth , Drive License
# . My request includes any PIA request forms, emails, or other written
communications submitted by the requestor of Mr. Moore’s voter registration or voter profile
report.

Please notify me when you have received this email and if you have any questions regarding this 
request. Thank you for your time. 

From: Goldman, Abigail (BOE) <Abigail.Goldman@baltimorecity.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 12:55:28 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: PIA Request 3.24.22 

Good afternoon
Here are the two files for your PIA request.
Abigail

Abigail Goldman, CERA
Deputy Election Director

MAEO (Maryland Association of Election Officials), Secretary
Certified Election Registration Administrator (CERA) 
Baltimore City Board of Elections 
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Benton Office Bldg. 
417 E. Fayette Street,  Room 129 
Baltimore,  MD  21202

Telephone: 410-396-5570
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